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Diffusion to capture is an ubiquitous phenomenon in many fields in bi-
ology and physical chemistry, with implications as diverse as ligand-
receptor binding on eukaryotic and bacterial cells, nutrient uptake by
colonies of unicellular organisms and the functioning of complex core-
shell nanoreactors. Whenever many boundaries compete for the same
diffusing molecules, they inevitably shield a variable part of the molecu-
lar flux from each other. This gives rise to the so-called diffusive inter-
actions (DI), which can reduce substantially the influx to a collection of
reactive boundaries depending chiefly on their geometrical configuration.
In this review we provide a pedagogical discussion of the main math-
ematical aspects underlying a rigorous account of DIs. Starting from a
striking and deep result on the mean-field description of ligand binding
to a receptor-covered cell, we develop little by little a rigorous math-
ematical description of DIs in the stationary case through the use of
translational addition theorems for spherical harmonics. We provide
several enlightening illustrations of this powerful mathematical theory,
including diffusion to capture to ensembles of reactive boundaries within
a spherical cavity.
∗Francesco.Piazza@cnrs-orleans.fr
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1. Introduction
It is common knowledge that the first step of any chemical or biochemical
reaction proceeding in an inert fluid phase is the mutual diffusive encounter
of reactants1
A + B
κon(t)−−−−⇀↽ −
koff
A·B −−⇀↽− ... −−⇀↽− P (1)
In the above general scheme, the encounter complex A · B is transformed
reversibly into a (series of) products (collectively indicated by P ), through
a variable number of intermediate steps that depend on the specific reaction
considered. Irrespectively of whether the reaction (1) is considered under
thermodynamical equilibrium or non-equilibrium conditions, the second-
order rate constant κon is proportional to the effective relative diffusion
coefficient of the species A and B and describes the formation of the en-
counter complex. For this reason, these kind of reactions are also known in
the physical chemistry community with the term diffusion-influenced reac-
tions. The time dependence of κon refers to the possibility of investigating
transient kinetics effects as opposed to steady-state (equilibrium or non-
equilibrium) kinetics.
Several mathematical difficulties emerge when one tries to develop a gen-
eral kinetic theory of bulk irreversible diffusion-influenced reactions. One
way around this problem is to treat trapping and target models,2 which are
simpler than the original one. In the first model a particle, say, B diffuses
towards many sinks A that are often assumed to be static. Conversely, the
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target problem describes a situation where many sinks A diffuse to a static
particle B.3 The two settings, even if equivalent under certain conditions
(see Ref. 2), describe in general different problems at high density of reac-
tants. In the present paper, we shall concentrate on the trapping model for
reactions of the kind (1).
Diffusion in domains with one-connected smooth boundaries is a
fairly well-understood and well-characterized phenomenon from the gen-
eral standpoint of mathematical physics.4 However, real-life situations are
often very complex and make mathematical descriptions challenging. For
example, this is the case of biochemical reactions taking place in living
media, such as the cell interior or the extra-cellular matrix (e.g. paracrine
delivery),5 where confinement, crowding (excluded-volume) effects6,7 and
non-specific interactions among diffusing species and with all sorts of cel-
lular structures8 make it very difficult to elaborate quantitative models for
the calculation of diffusive encounter rates.9–13
Among all the possible effects on diffusion-influenced encounters and
reactions arising in non-ideal conditions, in this short review we shall con-
centrate on the so-called diffusive interactions (DI). As we shall see in the
following, these describe a fundamental mechanism of competition among
different reactive boundaries, competing for the same diffusive molecular
flux. This effect was discussed for the first time as far back as 1953 by
Frisch and Collins in terms of a competition phenomenon.14 A decade later,
Reck and Prager referred to the same phenomenon simply as an interac-
tion.15 Although the same problem has been investigated later in different
contexts, it seems that there is invariably a reference to a generic compe-
tition mechanism,16,17 until the term diffusive interactions was introduced
by Traytak18 in analogy with hydrodynamical interactions for Stokes flow
in many-body systems.
Picture for example a concentration field of small ligand molecules (e.g.
signaling hormones or growth factors) diffusing in the extra-cellular matrix
or in the bacterial periplasm looking for an available receptor on a cell mem-
brane to form a complex. For the sake of the argument, let us imagine that
far away from the receptor-covered surface the ligand bulk concentration is
constant and that the ligand-receptor affinity is large enough to consider
receptors as sinks, i.e. perfectly absorbing units. H. Berg has famously
termed this general scheme of diffusive problems diffusion to capture.19 If
the surface density of receptors is low, then the diffusion problem is addi-
tive and the overall capture rate for the whole ensemble of receptors (e.g.
number of ligands diffusing to a receptor per unit time) is well estimated
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by the sum of the individual rates. In this case, a many-body problem can
be solved as many identical two-body problems. However, receptors on cell
membranes are typically very densely packed in clusters.20–26 In this case,
any two identical receptors sitting at close separation will screen a portion
of the diffusive ligand flux to each other. Overall, a complex pattern of
many-body screening effects will arise, reflecting the many-body geometri-
cal arrangement of receptors, with the consequence of reducing the overall
capture rate corresponding to the array of receptors. A similar scenario is
relevant for the case of multivalent molecules, i.e molecules carrying more
than one binding sites.27–31 By the same token, diffusive interactions among
the different active sites will give rise to a similar negative cooperativity,
which will reduce the overall capture rate with respect to an equivalent
number of isolated sites.
Mathematically, if many-body effects are relatively well characterized
for unbounded systems of distributed sinks,2,32–37 the case of diffusive in-
teractions for sinks or partially absorbing boundaries located in a finite
domain is more challenging from a mathematical standpoint. This scenario
is relevant in many fields, ranging from catalysis in composite nanostruc-
tures38–40 to nutrient uptake by dense colonies of microorganisms.41
A full treatment of time-dependent diffusive interactions is extremely
hard to treat and de facto limited to simple cases.42,43 Conversely, several
methods have been used to tackle this problem for different geometries in
the stationary state, where more theoretical approaches are available, such
as renormalization group18,44 and the method of irreducible Cartesian ten-
sors18 and the generalized method of separation of variables,45,46 based on
addition theorems for solid harmonics.45–48 It is also possible to combine
such methods with methods based on dual-series relations49 to deal with
the case of diffusive interactions among inhomogeneous reactive boundaries
with active and reflecting patches.50–52
In this short review, we will provide a concise account of DI arising
in many-body systems consisting of spherical fully absorbing and partially
absorbing boundaries within a finite domain. In Sec. 2 we will lay out the
basic ideas of the mathematical method employed to compute the diffusive
encounter rate for two isolated spherical molecules. In Sec. 3, these ideas
will be used to estimate many-body effects in the mean-field approximation
and illustrate the main physical features of DI. In Sec. 4, we will show how
using multipole expansion methods coupled to translational addition the-
orems for solid harmonics allows one to solve the problem exactly to any
desired level of accuracy for arbitrary geometries. This method constitutes
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a powerful tool that can be employed to tackle a wide host of important
problems in physical chemistry and biology.
2. Bimolecular diffusive encounters as two-body boundary
problems
The polish physicist Marian Ritter von Smolan Smoluchowski (1872-1917),
besides being a skilled water-color painter and an exquisite pianist, during
the first two decades of the XX century laid the bases of the mathemati-
cal theory of diffusion processes.53,54 The calculation of diffusive encounter
rates in ideal conditions follows directly from his ideas. Let us imagine a so-
lution containing two spherical molecules A and B, with radii RA and RB ,
diffusion coefficients DA and DB and concentrations (number densities)
cA and cB . Our goal is to determine the rate of A-B encounters dictated
by their relative diffusive motion as a function of the concentrations. The
full many-body problem is exceedingly hard to treat analytically. However,
as it was first recognized by Smoluchowski, one can reduce it to the ef-
fective two-body problem of relative diffusion of a single A-B pair under
certain hypotheses. However, as already noted by Szabo,55 the commonly
accepted hypothesis of high dilution of both species is not enough. The
first step towards the equivalent two-body problem is that one species be
much more diluted than the other. Yet, not even this is enough. Let us
imagine that the particles of kind A are sufficiently diluted, i.e. cA  cB ,
so that one can concentrate on a single A particle surrounded by many
B particles, say N of them. It is not difficult to show that the (N + 1)-
body Smoluchowski equation describing the diffusion of a single A molecule
within a sea of B particles contains cross-terms that make it non-separable
if DA 6= 0.2 Therefore, bimolecular encounters between A and B molecules
can be modeled as an equivalent two-body problem provided that
(i) Both species should be highly diluted, so that mutual interactions can
be safely neglected.
(ii) One species (A) must be much more diluted than the other, so that
the full problem can be reduced to study the fate of a single particle
surrounded by many particles of the other species.
(iii) The diffusion coefficient of the highly diluted species should be much
smaller than that of the other species (from N -body to two-body). A
consequence of this is that the relative diffusion coefficient essentially
coincides with the one of the mobile species, i.e. D = DA +DB ' DB .
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Under these conditions the rate of encounters can be computed by solving
the following stationary diffusion problem (i.e. Laplace equation) for the
local concentration field c(r) of B molecules.
∇2c = 0 (2a)
c|∂Ω = 0 (2b)
lim
r→∞ c = cB (2c)
This describes to the non-equilibrium steady state arising as a constant
bulk concentration cB is maintained far from the reactive boundary ∂Ω,
which acts as a perfectly absorbing sinks. This is the contact surface of the
two molecules, which is the sphere SR of radius R = RA +RB , since both
A and B molecules are spherical by assumption. Physically, this describes
the pseudo-first order (annihilation) reaction
A+B
κS→ A
whose rate kS = κScB coincides with the overall flux into the reactive sur-
face SR, i.e. the number of B molecules crossing SR per unit time. Here, we
shall use the Greek letter κ to denote rate constants (dimensions of inverse
concentration times inverse time) and the Latin letter k to denote rates
(dimensions of inverse time). The rate can be computed straightforwardly
as the incoming flux across SR, that is
kS = −
∫
SR
J · nˆ dS (3)
where J = −D∇c is the relative diffusion current (Fick’s first law).
The solution to the spherically symmetric boundary problem (2) can be
computed straightforwardly, yielding
c(r) = cB
(
1− R
r
)
(4)
which, using Eq. (3), immediately gives the so-called Smoluchowski rate
constant κS
κS = 4piDR (5)
The rate of encounter is thus kS = 4piDRcB molecules per unit time disap-
pearing across the absorbing boundary SR. Note that this is proportional
to the linear size of the latter, a distinctive signature of the diffusive dy-
namics.
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2.1. Finite reaction probability and radiation boundary con-
ditions
The scheme (2) describes the reactive boundary as a perfect sink, which
amounts to consider that B particles are annihilated the moment they reach
contact distance. This is meant to describe a (long-lived) binding event.
However, in reality the two reacting partners first approach diffusively to
contact distance forming the so-called encounter complex. Subsequently,
this can either dissociate (this is the case if for example the two partners
were not mutually oriented in a favourable manner) or proceed to form
a stable contact. This more realistic situation can be accommodated for
within the above mathematical formalism thanks to an intuition put for-
ward by Collins and Kimball in 1949.56 The idea is to replace the perfectly
absorbing boundary condition (2b) with a radiation boundary condition
(in more mathematical terms Robin boundary condition), that interpolates
between perfectly absorbing (Dirichlet type) and perfectly reflecting (von
Neumann type) boundary conditions. Namely, the boundary value prob-
lem (2) is replaced by
∇2c = 0 (6a)(
4piDR2
∂c
∂r
− κ∗c
)∣∣∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 (6b)
lim
r→∞ c = cB (6c)
The boundary condition (6b) stipulates that the particle flux across the re-
active contact surface is proportional to the local concentration of ligands
B. The proportionality constant, the intrinsic rate constant κ∗, can be
considered as describing the physical mechanism underlying the chemical
fixation of the encounter complex. In the limit κ∗ → 0, the surface be-
comes perfectly reflecting, i.e. no reaction can occur. In the opposite limit,
κ∗ → ∞ (mathematically, it is necessary to divide Eq. (6b) by κ∗ before
taking the limit) one recovers the perfectly absorbing boundary, which is
thus seen as corresponding to infinitely fast chemical fixation step. As we
shall see, the latter case is known as the diffusion-limited regime, where
the diffusive encounter is the rate-limiting step of the reaction. Diffusion-
limited is as-fast-as-one-can-go, other situations corresponding to a finite
intrinsic reaction rate necessarily proceeding slower than that.
The solution to the problem (6) can be computed as straightforwardly
as before, yielding
c(r) = cB
[
1−
(
h
1 + h
)
R
r
]
(7)
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where h = κ∗/κS , which, using Eq. (3), gives
κ = κS
(
h
1 + h
)
(8)
In general, κ < κS . This case in the physical chemistry community is often
indicated with the specific term diffusion-influenced regime (or reaction),
as opposed to the diffusion-limited regime, h→∞, where κ = κS .
3. Approximate evaluation of diffusive interactions: a sur-
prising lesson in biology
The concept of diffusive interactions is best introduced through a simple,
yet astonishing classical result. Let us consider a cell, which we model as
a spherical surface of radius R, uniformly covered with M receptors, which
we model as small absorbing circular patches of radius a. The rest of the
cell surface is supposed to be reflecting. The problem of computing the rate
of absorption of this partially absorbing cell was first famously considered
by Berg and Purcell in 1977.57 Here, we shall follow the appealing re-
derivation by Shoup and Szabo58 of the same result. The main idea is to
treat the receptor-covered cell as a partially absorbing sphere, in the sense of
radiation boundary conditions. According to Shoup and Szabo’s argument,
the corresponding intrinsic reaction rate constant can be computed as the
ratio between the rate constant of M isolated circular disks on an otherwise
reflecting surface and the Smoluchowski rate constant of the entire cell,
namely
κ∗ = 4Da×M (9)
where we used the classical result ka = 4Da for the rate constant of a small
absorbing disk on an infinite reflecting plane.59 Using Eq. (8), the rate
constant corresponding to the partially absorbing sphere is easily found,
namely
κ = κS
(
Ma
piR+Ma
)
(10)
A surprising finding emerges if we plug realistic figures in Eq. (10). The
typical size of a cell is around 10 µm, while the typical size of a receptor
is of the order of 1.5 nm. If we calculate how many receptors are needed
to reduce the rate constant to only one half that of the fully covered cell,
i.e. κS , we find M ' 104, which is the correct order of magnitude for the
average number of receptors of a given family present on a cell’s surface at
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any given time.60 Is this a large number? A quick calculation shows that
the fraction of cell surface covered by as many receptors is ' 10−4 ! To
summarize, an active surface fraction as low as 10−4 only yields a factor
of 2 reduction in the rate of capture. The surprising finding is that an ex-
tremely sparse uniform distribution of receptors is as effective an absorber
as a fully covered cell.
We can now ask a deep and intriguing question. What would be the
rate if all the M receptors were clustered in one single active patch covering
the same surface fraction? The answer to this question is the result of the
classical calculation of the rate to an active spherical cap on an otherwise
reflecting sphere,52 κ = fc(θ0)κS , where fc(θ0) ≤ 1 is a steric factor de-
scribing the diffusion to the active cap of aperture θ0. In the monopole
approximation (MOA), one has
fc(θ0) =
sin θ0 + θ0
2pi − (sin θ0 + θ0) (11)
Incidentally, according to the general physics of diffusion, fc can be ap-
proximated as the square root of the surface fraction covered by the cap,52
namely
fc(θ0) ≈
√
∆Scap(θ0)
4piR2
=
√
M
( a
2R
)
(12)
Combining Eq. (10) and Eq. (12), we can compute the ratio between the
steric factor fu corresponding to a sparse uniform configuration of the M
receptors and that of the cluster configuration, fc, namely
fu
fc
' 2
√
M
pi
+O (a/R) (13)
For a number of receptors M of the order of 104÷105, one finds fu/fc ' 102.
This is a first, striking manifestation of the anticooperative effects caused
by diffusive interactions. Summarizing, (i) the rate of capture for a ligand
diffusing to a cell uniformly and very sparsely covered with receptors is
essentially as large as that of a fully covered cell and (ii) about 100 times
larger than in the case where all the receptors would be clustered in a single
active patch. It is intriguing to observe than in many cases receptors are
indeed densely clustered on the cell surface. Famously, this is the case of
chemotaxis receptors in bacteria such as E. Coli, forming extended patches
at the cell poles.20,23,24 One might argue that there should be other bio-
chemical or structural constraints that offset such strong reduction to the
rate of capture.
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4. The generalized method of separation of variables allows
one to solve the problem semi-analytically
A precursor idea of the generalized method of separation of variables
(GMSV), first discussed in 1944 by S. K. Mitra61 relating to Laplace equa-
tion with two disconnected spherical boundaries, goes back to the well-
known paper by Lord Rayleigh on the conductivity of heat and electricity
in a medium with regularly arranged obstacles.62
In the theory of partial differential equations (PDE), a 3D (bounded
or unbounded) domain Ω ⊂ R3 is called a canonical domain for a given
PDE if the classical solution to this equation may be expanded in an abso-
lutely and uniformly convergent series with respect to corresponding basis
solutions in the Hilbert space L2(∂Ω). Remarkably, the GMSV allows one
to find semi-analytical solutions of various boundary value problems for
Laplace equation in all known 3D canonical domains and their combina-
tions thereof.63 The GMSV can be thought of comprising five separate
logical steps,
(a) reduction of the boundary value problem to its non-dimensional stan-
dard form
(b) determination of the basis solutions to the equation in a given canonical
domain
(c) application of the linear superposition principle
(d) application of the re-expansion (addition) theorems in order to impose
the boundary conditions
(e) reduction of the problem to an infinite system of linear algebraic equa-
tions and its solution.
In principle, one would like to solve the problem of diffusion to ensembles of
absorbing or partially absorbing boundaries exactly. Although the GMSV
can be used to deal with (general) canonical domains, we will limit ourselves
here to only spherical boundaries.
4.1. Diffusive interactions between two spheres
The general power of the GMSV and its main features can be most clearly
appreciated by discussing a simple problem, namely that of diffusion to a
pair of spherical sinks of radius a1 and a2 located at the origin (Ω1) and
along the z axis at z = `, (Ω2). The diffusion of ligands (particles B) should
be described in the 3D smooth oriented manifold Ω− = R3\Ω1 ∪Ω2, which
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can be referred to as the concentration manifold a. With reference to the
logical sequence of the GMSV, we proceed as follows.
(a) To find the standard non-dimensional form of the problem, we con-
sider the reduced concentration field of B particles that is regular at infinity,
that is,
u(r) = 1− u(r)/cB
and non-dimensional radial coordinates ξi = ri/ai. The non-dimensional
standard form of the original boundary value problem reads
∇2u = 0 in Ω− (14a)
u|ξi=1 = 1 (14b)
u|ξi→∞ → 0 (14c)
(b) The appropriate basis functions for this problem are scalar axially
symmetric regular and irregular solid spherical harmonics with respect to
the two spherical coordinate systems for Ωi (see cartoon in Fig. 1)
ψ+n (ri, θi) = r
n
i Pn(µi), ψ
−
n (ri, θi) = r
−n−1
i Pn(µi), (15)
where Pn(µi) is a Legendre polynomial of degree n, with µi = cos θi.
Solid spherical harmonics form a canonical basis, {ψ+n (ri, θi)}∞n=0 and
{ψ−n (ri, θi)}∞n=0, for harmonic functions in Ωi and Di, respectively.
(c) For N > 2 it is impossible to introduce a global coordinate system
(e.g. bispherical coordinates for N = 2, such as in ref. 64). Hence, in
general one should introduce appropriate local coordinates in Ω−. The
solution to the problem (14) can be expressed as
u(r) = u1(r1) + u2(r2) for ri ∈ Di (16)
where
ui(ri) =
∞∑
n=0
Ainψ
−
n (ξi, θi) in Di (17)
are absolutely and uniformly convergent series expansions of irregular
spherical harmonics. The unknown coefficients Ain should be determined
by imposing the boundary conditions (14b) for i = 1, 2. In order to do so,
we have to express the function u1(r1) in the local coordinates of Ω2 and
viceversa.
aIt is expedient to introduce also the partial domains Di = R3\Ωi, so that Ω− = D1∩D2.
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(d) This can be accomplished through addition theorems.47 For the
present axially symmetric problem, one has
ξ
−(k+1)
1 Pk(µ1) =
∞∑
n=0
U21nk ξ
n
2Pn(µ2) for ξ2 < ` (18)
ξ
−(k+1)
2 Pk(µ2) =
∞∑
n=0
U12nk ξ
n
1Pn(µ1) for ξ1 < ` (19)
where i = ai/` < 1 and the so-called mixed-basis matrices elements read
U12nk = (−1)k
(
n+ k
n
)
n1 
k+1
2 (20a)
U21nk = (−1)n
(
n+ k
n
)
k+11 
n
2 (20b)
Equation (19) needs to be used when imposing that u(r) satisfy Eq. (14b)
for i = 1 and Eq. (18) needs to be used for i = 2.
(e) This procedure leads to the following infinite system of linear algebraic
equations of the II kind (ISLAE), comprising in general as many equations
as there are boundaries,A
1
n +
∑∞
k=0 U
12
nkA
2
k = δn0∑∞
k=0 U
21
nkA
1
k +A
2
n = δn0
(21)
It may be proved that the system (21) can be truncated to obtain a solution
to any desired accuracy through the so-called reduction method.65
The overall rate of capture k, i.e. the total flux into the two-sphere
system, is given by
k = −2piDa1
∫ 1
−1
∂u
∂ξ1
∣∣∣∣
ξ1=1
dµ1 − 2piDa2
∫ 1
−1
∂u
∂ξ2
∣∣∣∣
ξ2=1
dµ2
= kS1A
1
0 + kS2A
2
0 (22)
where we have used the general property of Legendre polynomials∫ 1
−1 Pn(µ) dµ = 2δn0 and introduced the two Smoluchowski rates, kSi =
4piDaicB .
The simplest analytical approximation of the exact solution is the
monopole approximation (MOA), which consists in keeping only the n =
0, k = 0 terms in the system (21). It is not difficult to see that this yields
k = kS1
(
1− 2
1− 12
)
+ kS2
(
1− 1
1− 12
)
≤ kS1 + kS2 (23)
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<latexit sha1_base64="NiCNFQINCFG5T4iOY+JPxVaf5XA=">AAAB63icbVA9 SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fs7gnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelAhurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNnGqGbZYLGL diahBwRW2LLcCO4lGKiOBj9HkNvcfn1AbHqsHO00wlHSk+JAzanOph0L0qzW/7s9BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLDjGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+ a0zcuaUARnG2pWyZK7+nsioNGYqI9cpqR2bZS8X//O6qR1ehxlXSWpRscWiYSqIjUn+OBlwjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz COAKGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8edJ78d69j0VryStmjuEPvM8fDWaOOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NiCNFQINCFG5T4iOY+JPxVaf5XA=">AAAB63icbVA9 SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fs7gnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelAhurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNnGqGbZYLGL diahBwRW2LLcCO4lGKiOBj9HkNvcfn1AbHqsHO00wlHSk+JAzanOph0L0qzW/7s9BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLDjGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+ a0zcuaUARnG2pWyZK7+nsioNGYqI9cpqR2bZS8X//O6qR1ehxlXSWpRscWiYSqIjUn+OBlwjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz COAKGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8edJ78d69j0VryStmjuEPvM8fDWaOOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NiCNFQINCFG5T4iOY+JPxVaf5XA=">AAAB63icbVA9 SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fs7gnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelAhurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNnGqGbZYLGL diahBwRW2LLcCO4lGKiOBj9HkNvcfn1AbHqsHO00wlHSk+JAzanOph0L0qzW/7s9BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLDjGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+ a0zcuaUARnG2pWyZK7+nsioNGYqI9cpqR2bZS8X//O6qR1ehxlXSWpRscWiYSqIjUn+OBlwjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz COAKGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8edJ78d69j0VryStmjuEPvM8fDWaOOw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NiCNFQINCFG5T4iOY+JPxVaf5XA=">AAAB63icbVA9 SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0DJoYxnBxEByhL3NJFmyu3fs7gnhyF+wsVDE1j9k579xL7lCEx8MPN6bYWZelAhurO9/e6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNnGqGbZYLGL diahBwRW2LLcCO4lGKiOBj9HkNvcfn1AbHqsHO00wlHSk+JAzanOph0L0qzW/7s9BVklQkBoUaParX71BzFKJyjJBjekGfmLDjGrLmcBZpZcaTCib0BF2HVVUogmz+ a0zcuaUARnG2pWyZK7+nsioNGYqI9cpqR2bZS8X//O6qR1ehxlXSWpRscWiYSqIjUn+OBlwjcyKqSOUae5uJWxMNWXWxVNxIQTLL6+S9kU98OvB/WWtcVPEUYYTOIVz COAKGnAHTWgBgzE8wyu8edJ78d69j0VryStmjuEPvM8fDWaOOw==</latexit>
a1
<latexit sha1_base64="wsT5Nu7IRtGXr4hz2Mhzs1hh/ig=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mknKghiHkk ecorHSA/b9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEprFTBoqUOuu76UmyFEZTgWbVnqZZinSMQ5Z11KJMdNBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74kcY60ncWg7YzQjvezNxP+8bmai6yDnMs0Mk3SxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXDFqxMQSp IrbWwkdoUJqbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmUBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeiXjYk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsT5Nu7IRtGXr4hz2Mhzs1hh/ig=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mknKghiHkk ecorHSA/b9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEprFTBoqUOuu76UmyFEZTgWbVnqZZinSMQ5Z11KJMdNBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74kcY60ncWg7YzQjvezNxP+8bmai6yDnMs0Mk3SxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXDFqxMQSp IrbWwkdoUJqbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmUBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeiXjYk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsT5Nu7IRtGXr4hz2Mhzs1hh/ig=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mknKghiHkk ecorHSA/b9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEprFTBoqUOuu76UmyFEZTgWbVnqZZinSMQ5Z11KJMdNBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74kcY60ncWg7YzQjvezNxP+8bmai6yDnMs0Mk3SxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXDFqxMQSp IrbWwkdoUJqbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmUBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeiXjYk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wsT5Nu7IRtGXr4hz2Mhzs1hh/ig=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIpypo0EYnqhKiZ4JI1DTeCdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mknKghiHkk ecorHSA/b9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEprFTBoqUOuu76UmyFEZTgWbVnqZZinSMQ5Z11KJMdNBPj91Ss6sMiBRomxJQ+bq74kcY60ncWg7YzQjvezNxP+8bmai6yDnMs0Mk3SxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXDFqxMQSp IrbWwkdoUJqbDoVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmUBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AeiXjYk=</latexit>
a2
<latexit sha1_base64="m2Y6p5cPedPUatzCzwWRbdkujXw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kj zkFI2VHnBQG5QrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5imEZOGCtS657mJ8TNUhlPBZqV+qlmCdIIj1rNUYsS0ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsiw0jraRTYzgjNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSwyRdLgpTQUxM5n+TIVeMGjG1B Kni9lZCx6iQGptOyYbgrb68Ttq1qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYURPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+objYo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m2Y6p5cPedPUatzCzwWRbdkujXw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kj zkFI2VHnBQG5QrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5imEZOGCtS657mJ8TNUhlPBZqV+qlmCdIIj1rNUYsS0ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsiw0jraRTYzgjNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSwyRdLgpTQUxM5n+TIVeMGjG1B Kni9lZCx6iQGptOyYbgrb68Ttq1qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYURPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+objYo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m2Y6p5cPedPUatzCzwWRbdkujXw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kj zkFI2VHnBQG5QrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5imEZOGCtS657mJ8TNUhlPBZqV+qlmCdIIj1rNUYsS0ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsiw0jraRTYzgjNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSwyRdLgpTQUxM5n+TIVeMGjG1B Kni9lZCx6iQGptOyYbgrb68Ttq1qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYURPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+objYo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="m2Y6p5cPedPUatzCzwWRbdkujXw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69 LBbBU0mKUI9FLx4r2g9oQ5lsN+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUUdaisYhVN0DNBJesZbgRrJsohlEgWCeY3M79zhNTmsfy0UwT5kc4kj zkFI2VHnBQG5QrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5imEZOGCtS657mJ8TNUhlPBZqV+qlmCdIIj1rNUYsS0ny1OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsiw0jraRTYzgjNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSwyRdLgpTQUxM5n+TIVeMGjG1B Kni9lZCx6iQGptOyYbgrb68Ttq1qudWvfurSuMmj6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYURPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH+objYo=</latexit>
θ2
<latexit sha1_base64="7/pSNJ56+9MBYfOPbWbW9A9Ekos=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHL YBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOTTjJk9uFMrxCW/IQXD4p49Xe8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKGnIdb+dtfWNza3twk5xd2//4LB0dNw0caoFNkSsYt0OuEElI2yQJIXtRCMPA4WtYHw781tPqI2MoweaJOiHfBjJgR ScrNTu0giJ96q9UtmtuHOwVeLlpAw56r3SV7cfizTEiITixnQ8NyE/45qkUDgtdlODCRdjPsSOpREP0fjZ/N4pO7dKnw1ibSsiNld/T2Q8NGYSBrYz5DQyy95M/M/rpDS49jMZJSlhJBaLBqliFLPZ86wvNQpSE 0u40NLeysSIay7IRlS0IXjLL6+SZrXiuRXv/rJcu8njKMApnMEFeHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F5cd6dj0XrmpPPnMAfOJ8/zuuPzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7/pSNJ56+9MBYfOPbWbW9A9Ekos=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHL YBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOTTjJk9uFMrxCW/IQXD4p49Xe8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKGnIdb+dtfWNza3twk5xd2//4LB0dNw0caoFNkSsYt0OuEElI2yQJIXtRCMPA4WtYHw781tPqI2MoweaJOiHfBjJgR ScrNTu0giJ96q9UtmtuHOwVeLlpAw56r3SV7cfizTEiITixnQ8NyE/45qkUDgtdlODCRdjPsSOpREP0fjZ/N4pO7dKnw1ibSsiNld/T2Q8NGYSBrYz5DQyy95M/M/rpDS49jMZJSlhJBaLBqliFLPZ86wvNQpSE 0u40NLeysSIay7IRlS0IXjLL6+SZrXiuRXv/rJcu8njKMApnMEFeHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F5cd6dj0XrmpPPnMAfOJ8/zuuPzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7/pSNJ56+9MBYfOPbWbW9A9Ekos=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHL YBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOTTjJk9uFMrxCW/IQXD4p49Xe8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKGnIdb+dtfWNza3twk5xd2//4LB0dNw0caoFNkSsYt0OuEElI2yQJIXtRCMPA4WtYHw781tPqI2MoweaJOiHfBjJgR ScrNTu0giJ96q9UtmtuHOwVeLlpAw56r3SV7cfizTEiITixnQ8NyE/45qkUDgtdlODCRdjPsSOpREP0fjZ/N4pO7dKnw1ibSsiNld/T2Q8NGYSBrYz5DQyy95M/M/rpDS49jMZJSlhJBaLBqliFLPZ86wvNQpSE 0u40NLeysSIay7IRlS0IXjLL6+SZrXiuRXv/rJcu8njKMApnMEFeHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F5cd6dj0XrmpPPnMAfOJ8/zuuPzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7/pSNJ56+9MBYfOPbWbW9A9Ekos=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHL YBA8hd0g6DHoxWME84BkCbOTTjJk9uFMrxCW/IQXD4p49Xe8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQKGnIdb+dtfWNza3twk5xd2//4LB0dNw0caoFNkSsYt0OuEElI2yQJIXtRCMPA4WtYHw781tPqI2MoweaJOiHfBjJgR ScrNTu0giJ96q9UtmtuHOwVeLlpAw56r3SV7cfizTEiITixnQ8NyE/45qkUDgtdlODCRdjPsSOpREP0fjZ/N4pO7dKnw1ibSsiNld/T2Q8NGYSBrYz5DQyy95M/M/rpDS49jMZJSlhJBaLBqliFLPZ86wvNQpSE 0u40NLeysSIay7IRlS0IXjLL6+SZrXiuRXv/rJcu8njKMApnMEFeHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F5cd6dj0XrmpPPnMAfOJ8/zuuPzQ==</latexit>
θ1
<latexit sha1_base64="SrHi+Al9vauGKXsHgyllQXQrrvk=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcINKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoR ScrNTu0hCJ97xeueJW3TnYKvFyUoEc9V75q9tPRBZhTEJxYzqem5I/4ZqkUDgtdTODKRcjPsCOpTGP0PiT+b1TdmaVPgsTbSsmNld/T0x4ZMw4CmxnxGlolr2Z+J/XySi89icyTjPCWCwWhZlilLDZ86wvNQpSY 0u40NLeysSQay7IRlSyIXjLL6+S5kXVc6ve/WWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWiAAAXP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/zWePzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SrHi+Al9vauGKXsHgyllQXQrrvk=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcINKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoR ScrNTu0hCJ97xeueJW3TnYKvFyUoEc9V75q9tPRBZhTEJxYzqem5I/4ZqkUDgtdTODKRcjPsCOpTGP0PiT+b1TdmaVPgsTbSsmNld/T0x4ZMw4CmxnxGlolr2Z+J/XySi89icyTjPCWCwWhZlilLDZ86wvNQpSY 0u40NLeysSQay7IRlSyIXjLL6+S5kXVc6ve/WWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWiAAAXP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/zWePzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SrHi+Al9vauGKXsHgyllQXQrrvk=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcINKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoR ScrNTu0hCJ97xeueJW3TnYKvFyUoEc9V75q9tPRBZhTEJxYzqem5I/4ZqkUDgtdTODKRcjPsCOpTGP0PiT+b1TdmaVPgsTbSsmNld/T0x4ZMw4CmxnxGlolr2Z+J/XySi89icyTjPCWCwWhZlilLDZ86wvNQpSY 0u40NLeysSQay7IRlSyIXjLL6+S5kXVc6ve/WWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWiAAAXP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/zWePzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SrHi+Al9vauGKXsHgyllQXQrrvk=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9e BoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcINKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoR ScrNTu0hCJ97xeueJW3TnYKvFyUoEc9V75q9tPRBZhTEJxYzqem5I/4ZqkUDgtdTODKRcjPsCOpTGP0PiT+b1TdmaVPgsTbSsmNld/T0x4ZMw4CmxnxGlolr2Z+J/XySi89icyTjPCWCwWhZlilLDZ86wvNQpSY 0u40NLeysSQay7IRlSyIXjLL6+S5kXVc6ve/WWldpPHUYQTOIVz8OAKanAHdWiAAAXP8ApvzqPz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/zWePzA==</latexit>
r1
<latexit sha1_base64="QkOxTm/EaHrMYE7sQrVfGL8MRLc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJS LBKFrpQff9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEM i3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AQKMjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QkOxTm/EaHrMYE7sQrVfGL8MRLc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJS LBKFrpQff9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEM i3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AQKMjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QkOxTm/EaHrMYE7sQrVfGL8MRLc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJS LBKFrpQff9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEM i3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AQKMjZo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QkOxTm/EaHrMYE7sQrVfGL8MRLc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69 LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJS LBKFrpQff9vlv1at4cZJX4BalCgUbf/eoNEpbFXCGT1Jiu76UY5FSjYJJPK73M8JSyMR3yrqWKxtwE+fzUKTmzyoBEibalkMzV3xM5jY2ZxKHtjCmOzLI3E//zuhlG10EuVJohV2yxKMokwYTM/iYDoTlDObGEM i3srYSNqKYMbToVG4K//PIqaV3UfK/m319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AQKMjZo=</latexit>
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Fig. 1. Rate of capture for two sinks of radius a1 = a2 = a separated by a distance `.
Comparison of the exact result and the MOA approximation.
The case of two equal sinks provides some immediate insight into the anti-
cooperativity of diffusive interactions. If a1 = a2, Eq. (23) reduces to the
well-known result17
k =
2kS
1 + 
= 2kS
`
a+ `
(24)
It can be appreciated that k → 2kS in the limit of infinite separation,
`→∞. The MOA predicts a maximum reduction k/2kS = 2/3 of the rate
of capture (i.e. maximum strength of DIs) at contact distance, ` = 2a.
This has to be compared with the exact value,64 k/2kS = log 2 ≈ 0.693. It
is interesting to observe that DIs are long-range, that is 1 − k/2kS ' a/`
for separations larger than a few radii: DIs are entropic forces that decay
with distance like Coulomb and gravitational interactions.
One may wonder how good an approximation is the MOA. It turns out
that for assemblies of perfectly absorbing sinks it is indeed an extremely
good approximation, as it is apparent from Fig. 1. For ` = 3a the relative
error is less than 1 %. It can be shown that the relative error decreases
rapidly, ∝ `−4, until ` ' 10a (approximately 0.01 %), and then decreases
more slowly, ∝ `−1. The reasons why the MOA is so good an approximation
have been investigated in Ref. 18.
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4.2. Diffusive interactions are weaker among multiple par-
tially reactive boundaries
A system of partially reactive boundaries experiences weaker diffusive in-
teractions. This can be easily seen and quantified by repeating the above
calculations for two spheres endowed with intrinsic rate constants κ1 and
κ2. This entails replacing boundary conditions (14b) with radiation condi-
tions, namely [
∂u
∂ξi
− hi(u− 1)
]
ξi=1
= 0 (25)
where hi = κ
∗
i /κSi , i = 1, 2. In this case, it is not difficult to take the same
steps as in the above derivation and compute the new matrices U12, U21.
The MOA gives in this case
k = kS1
[
q1(1− q22)
1− q1q212
]
+ kS2
[
q2(1− q11)
1− q1q212
]
(26)
where qi = hi/(1 + hi). The case of two identical, partially absorbing
spheres gives immediately
k
2kS
=
h
1 + h(1 + )
≤ 1
1 + 
(27)
Diffusive interactions are therefore less prominent for partially absorbing
boundaries. It is easy to check that the maximum strength of DIs (i.e. at
contact distance) is reduced by an intrinsic reaction rate κ∗ by a factor
3h/(2 + 3h) in the MOA. However, it should be emphasized that the MOA
performs increasingly worse the lower the value of h, and more multipoles
should be considered beyond the n = 0 term to achieve the same accuracy
as in the limit h→∞.
5. Many spherical boundaries arranged arbitrarily in space
The trick of using addition theorems to express multipole expansions in lo-
cal reference frames centered on two different disconnected spherical bound-
aries can be extended with no conceptual difficulties to the case of many
spheres of arbitrary size, intrinsic reaction rate constant and position in
3D space. Let us consider the finite spherical domain Ω = Ω0 \
N⋃
α=1
Ωα,
represented in Fig. 2, filled with N spherical reactive boundaries. Let us
introduce the non-dimensional normalized ligand density u(r) = c(r)/cB
and the variables ξα = rα/Rα, ξ0 = r0/R0, normalized to the radii of the
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respective reactive boundaries. We need to solve the following boundary
problem
52 u = 0 (28a)(
∂u
∂ξα
− hαu
)∣∣∣∣
∂Ωα
= 0 ∀α = 1, 2, . . . , N (28b)(
∂u
∂ξ0
+ h0(u− 1)
)∣∣∣∣
∂Ω0
= 0 (28c)
Again, we have introduced the parameters hα = κ
∗
α/4piDRα that determine
the reactivity of the α-th sphere. The boundary condition (28c) on the inner
surface of the container sphere Ω0 is a radiation-type boundary condition
and has the following meaning. One should imagine that the ligand con-
centration is cB outside Ω0 (even if formally the problem is not defined
there) and that there is a membrane separating the inner compartment Ω
from the exterior whose non-dimensional permeability is proportional to
h0. In the limit R0 → ∞, one recovers the open-boundary problem with
the boundary condition limR0→∞ c = cB . Furthermore, it is not difficult to
show that if one considers the problem (28) for a single sink at the center
of Ω0 and an equivalent problem (single sink) in the open domain but with
D = {Din for r ≤ R0| Dout for r > R0}, then the two problems are equiva-
lent provided h0 = Dout/Din. Hence, one may think of the problem (28) as
describing diffusion of ligand to a set of spheres within a spherical container
such that the ligand concentration outside the container is fixed (cB), as
well as the ratio h0 between the ligand diffusion coefficient outside the con-
tainer (bulk) and in the interior, the latter parameter playing the role of
the non-dimensional permeability of the (imaginary) membrane at ∂Ω0.
By virtue of the superposition principle for the Laplace equation, the
problem (28) admits a solution in Ω as a sum of linear combinations of
regular (inside Ω0) and irregular harmonics (outside each Ωα), namely
u = u+0 +
N∑
α=1
u−α
=
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Amnξ
n
0 Ymn(r0) +
N∑
α=1
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
Bαmnξ
−n−1
α Ymn(rα) (29)
where Ymn(rα) = P
m
n (cos θα)e
imφα are solid harmonics referring to the
local reference frame centered on the α-th boundary (see Fig. 2). The co-
efficients Amn, B
α
mn should be determined by imposing the boundary con-
ditions. In the neighborhood of each boundary one has to express all the
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the domain Ω with the relevant local coordinate
systems, radii and position vectors.
bases as a function of the local coordinates. More precisely, in the neighbor-
hood of each ∂Ωα, u
+
0 and u
−
β (β 6= α) have to be expressed as a function
of the rα coordinates, and similarly, in the neighborhood of ∂Ω0, every u
−
α
has to be written as a function of r0. For this purpose, one can make use of
the translational addition theorems (AT) for solid harmonics.47 This oper-
ation requires some care, as one out of three possible ATs must be selected
for each pair of boundaries depending on the geometry. These rules are
summarized in appendix A.
5.1. Many spheres inside a spherical cavity
Diffusion-influenced reactions inside a spherical cavity are of great impor-
tance in various applications, however, often the simple Smoluchowski rate
is incorrectly used to describe the kinetics of these reactions.66,67
The rate of capture of a sink of radius R1 at the center of a spherical
cavity of radius R0 outside which there is a constant bulk ligand density
cB is given by the solution of the following problem
52 u = 0 (30a)
u|r=R1 = 0 (30b)(
R0
∂u
∂r
+ h0(u− 1)
)∣∣∣∣
r=R0
= 0 (30c)
where u(r) = c(r)/cB and h0 = Dout/Din is a parameter gauging the
permeability of the internal boundary of the spherical cavity. Here we
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assume that Dout, Din are the ligand diffusion coefficient outside and inside
the cavity, respectively. The solution to the problem (30) is straightforward,
and the capture rate by (total flux into) the sink yields
k
kS1
=
h0
+ h0(1− ) (31)
where  = R1/R0. We see that k → kS1 = 4piDincB in the limit of infinite
cavity R0 → ∞. For a finite cavity with a fixed ligand concentration out-
side, Eq. (31) has a simple interpretation: the rate of capture is enhanced
for h0 > 1, that is, when Dout > Din. In the limit of infinitely absorbing
boundary (or conversely, infinitely viscous interior), the rate of capture is
enhanced by a factor 1/(1 − ). This becomes very large as the sink ap-
proaches the inner surface of the cavity.
This simple result may have interesting implications for the diffusion
of ligands within the bacterial periplasm. This region, comprised between
the outer cell membrane and an inner (cytoplasmic) membrane, can be as
wide as 40 % of the total volume in gram-negative bacteria and is typi-
cally a very shallow layer in gram-positive bacteria. The periplasm is filled
with a thick gel-like, highly crowded matrix68 and is lined up with many
arrays of receptors on the inner cytoplasmic membrane, facing the outer
membrane (interior of the cavity). Many ligands, such as those related to
chemotaxis, diffuse to receptors within the inner membrane (at r = R1).
Since typically (R0 − R1)/R0  1 and the periplasm is very crowded,68
one has Din  Dout and 1 −   1, which would thence boost the rate of
capture.
Using the general addition theorems for solid harmonics (see details re-
ported in appendix A), we are now in a position to answer many interesting
questions related to such problems.
5.1.1. Two spheres inside a spherical cavity
It is interesting to investigate diffusion interactions between two sinks in a
finite domain. Let us consider the simple case of two identical perfect sinks
arranged symmetrically along a diameter of a spherical cavity with respect
to the center. Let us denote with ` the center-center distance, with R1 the
size of the sinks and with R0 the size of the cavity, whose internal surface
is made perfectly absorbing. The problem (28) can be solved as described
in appendix A. The results are summarized in Fig. 3. In agreement with
what discussed in the previous section, one can appreciate that the rate to
the two confined sinks is larger than in the absence of cavity. In particular
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Fig. 3. Rate of capture by two identical spheres of radius R1 inside a spherical cavity of
radius R0 with absorbing inner boundary (h0 →∞). With reference to a frame with the
origin at the center of Ω0, the two spheres are placed symmetrically along the z axis at a
center-center separation ` ∈ [2R1, 2(R0 −R1)]. Left: normalized rates of the two-sphere
system compared with twice the rate of one isolated sink at the same position vs rescaled
center-center distance. The rates are normalized to the rate of one isolated sink in the
open domain, kS = 4piDR1cB . Right: measure of diffusive interactions. The caption
refers to the left panel. Symbols and lines in the right panel refer to the same cases as
in the left panel.
the rate increases abruptly as the sinks approach the inner boundary of the
cavity. This is a direct consequence of the assumption that the ligand den-
sity at the cavity interface is equal to the bulk density. Another non-trivial
observation is that the normalized rate now depends on the size of the sink:
large sinks have more capture power with respect to the open-domain, non-
confined setting than small ones. Concerning the rate of capture of single
confined sinks, one remarks that the prediction (31) in the limit h0 →∞ for
a sink at the center of the cavity is still accurate when the sink is displaced
up to a distance of ' 7÷8R1 from the center (constant curves with squares
in Fig. 3, left panel).
The rates increase in a cavity and diffusive interactions decrease. This
effect is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 3. The larger the embedded
sinks, the greater the overall rate and correspondingly the weaker the dif-
fusive interactions. For example, for R1/R0 = 0.2, the DIs are practically
gone (k2 = 2k1) already for ` ' 5÷ 6R1, i.e. when the outer surface of the
sinks is at a distance of about 0.2R0 from the inner surface of the cavity.
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Fig. 4. Histograms of the individual capture rate of N = 50 identical sinks of radius
R1 = R0/10 arranged at a fixed distance d = 0.95 × (R0 − R1) from the center of a
spherical cavity with absorbing inner wall (right) and in the infinite domain (left). The
histograms are normalized to the capture rate of an isolated sink in the open domain,
kS = 4piDR1cB . The histograms refer to a population of 100 independent random
configurations of the N = 50 sinks, 3 of which are pictured explicitly to illustrate the
geometry of the problem.
5.1.2. Many sinks on a spherical inner layer inside a spherical cav-
ity
It is instructive to use the above described method to investigate the rate
of capture of many equivalent sinks arranged randomly at a given distance
from the center on a spherical layer. In the open domain, the rate to
such ensembles of sinks is strongly reduced due to diffusive interactions.
For example, the average capture rate of random configurations of N = 50
non-overlapping sinks of size R1 at a distance d = 8.85R1 from the center is
k50 = (8.33± 0.01)kS , with kS = 4piDR1cB (average over 100 independent
configurations). DIs reduce by a staggering 85 % the overall capture rate
of the ensemble with respect to as many isolated sinks. We have learned
that confining sinks within a cavity helps sustain the capture rate due to
the proximity (exterior of the cavity) of the bulk concentration (effectively
reducing the ligand depletion region). In fact, the same ensembles of sinks
within a cavity of radius R0 = 10R1, i.e. close to the inner surface of the
cavity, display a rate of capture kc50 = (54.2 ± 0.2)kS . This corresponds
to a situation of even positive cooperativity. This situation is found for
example in the bacterial periplasm. It is reasonable to assume that ligands,
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whose concentration is constant outside the cell, diffuse very slowly in the
periplasm as compared to the bulk, which justifies the assumption h0  1.
It is fascinating to think that such a complex, double-membrane architec-
ture could be a an evolutive answer to the requirement of maximizing the
diffusive flux of (possibly low-concentration) ligands to a set of membrane-
bound receptors.
Figure 4 reveals what happens to the individual capture rates for a large
set of equivalent configurations of receptors on the inner membrane of an
imaginary periplasmatic layer. Each receptor-sink is seen to capture on av-
erage the same amount of flux it would capture if it was isolated at the cen-
ter of the cavity (see Eq. (31) for h0 →∞), i.e. about 1/(1−R1/R0) ≈ 1.11
in units of kS . This somewhat surprising fact is due to the close proximity
of the sinks to the inner surface of the cavity (see also again Fig. 3). If the
cavity disappears, this figure drops down to about 0.15 kS (left histogram
in Fig. 4). This is another manifestation of the virtual suppression of dif-
fusive interactions for sinks close to the absorbing inner surface of a cavity.
Furthermore, it can be observed that the intrinsic variability of the capture
rate around the ensemble average is reduced when diffusive interactions are
strong (width of the left histogram in Fig. 4). This means that when DIs
are weaker, not only the ensemble recovers a large rate of capture on aver-
age, but some of the receptors-sink individually can attain large peaks of
capture rate.
6. Summary
In this short, mostly pedagogical review, we have described the phenomenon
of diffusion to capture, which has important implications in a wide range of
fields in biology and physical chemistry. We have shown how, under certain
circumstances, the problem of bimolecular encounters and reactions can be
solved as a two-body stationary diffusion boundary problem. This theoret-
ical framework immediately leads to some surprising conclusions. One of
the most striking findings concerns the rate of ligand capture by a receptor-
covered cell. The classic mean-field solution of this problem shows that a
fraction of surface coverage as low as 10−4 (approximately 104 receptors of
1.5 nm size on the surface of a cell of size 10 µm) ensures that the overall
rate of capture is of the same order (reduced by a factor of 2) as for a fully
covered surface. Moreover, we have shown that if the same number of ac-
tive receptors are all moved into an active cluster covering the same surface
fraction, the overall rate of capture drops by a factor of up to 102. This is a
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first manifestation of diffusive interactions, which describe the interference
among diffusive fluxes to neighboring reactive boundaries.
In order to provide a rigorous mathematical description of diffusive in-
teractions, we have considered in detail the classic problem of diffusion to
two neighboring sinks at a center-to-center distance ` in the open domain.
Although this problem can be solved by using bispherical coordinates,64 we
have followed another, more general approach, based on translational addi-
tion theorems for spherical harmonics.47 The exact solution of the problem,
expressed in the form of an infinite series of multipoles, can be surprisingly
well approximated for perfectly absorbing spheres by the monopole term
alone, showing that diffusive interactions are long-range, i.e. decrease as
`−1.
The mathematical strategy based on addition theorems can be easily
extended to compute the rate of capture of an ensemble of spheres of arbi-
trary, size, intrinsic reactivity (κ∗) and arranged in arbitrary configurations
in 3D, both in the open domain and within a spherical cavity. This the-
ory, developed in Ref. 46, is described in detail in appendix A. Although
the applications of such theoretical framework are countless, we have ex-
amined here two simple examples. First we have studied the case of two
sinks within a cavity, whose solution shows that diffusive interactions are
generally reduced in a finite domain with an absorbing inner surface, con-
comitantly with the enhancement of the rate of capture. This phenomenon
is due to the fact that, in this modeling strategy, the density of ligands
reaches its constant bulk value outside the cavity (whose surface is modeled
as a permeable membrane), which enhances the rate of capture of a given
boundary with respect to the open domain. Interestingly, now the relative
position of the boundary within the cavity obviously makes a difference,
the rate of capture increasing massively as the boundary approaches the
inner surface of the cavity. At the same time, if many sinks are present, the
diffusive interactions among them are virtually suppressed for many-body
configurations close to the inner surface of the cavity. The second and final
example studied, namely many independent configurations of sinks close to
the inner surface of the cavity, shows this clearly. Finally, we have argued
that this problem, while interesting on purely theoretical grounds, might
also have important implications in ligand-receptor interactions in biology.
Notably, ligand diffusion to receptors on the cytoplasmatic membrane in
the periplasmatic space in bacteria provides an example of this problem.
In this specific case, ligand diffusion in the crowded, gel-like periplasm is
likely to be strongly reduced with respect to the mobility in the bulk out-
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side, which justifies modeling the inner surface of the outer (cell) membrane
as an absorbing boundary. The fascinating speculation that follows from
these results is that such a complex architecture might have been designed
by evolution to maximize the ligand-receptor binding rate. This would
make sense, as such receptors are mostly chemotaxis receptors, used by
bacteria to sense gradients of nutrients (small molecules).
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Appendix A. Rules for selecting the appropriate addition
theorem
The addition theorems for spherical harmonics allow one to express a com-
bination of spherical harmonics, written in multiple coordinate systems,
as a function of any one of them. Depending on the type of spherical
harmonic that one needs to re-expand (regular or irregular) and on the ge-
ometry of the domain, one among three addition theorems has to be chosen
in each specific case. Let us suppose to have spherical harmonics u+(rβ)
and u−(rβ) written in a spherical coordinate system centered on Sβ , that
we want to express at a given point P as a function of the Sα-coordinate
system (see Fig. 2). The relation rβ = Lβα + rα holds. The regular har-
monics u+(rβ) are always expressed as a function of the regular harmonics
u+(rα), namely
rnβYmn(rβ) =
n∑
q=0
q∑
g=−q
(n+m)!
(n− q +m− g)!(q + g)!L
n−q
βα Ym−g,n−q(Lβα)r
q
αYgq(rα).
(A.1)
If one has to re-expand an irregular harmonic u−(rβ), two cases are possi-
ble, depending on the ratio between the distance Lβα between the centers
of the old and new reference frames, and the norm of the the vector rα
expressing the position of P in the new frame Sα . More precisely, if
|rα| < |Lβα|, then one has to write the irregular harmonic as a function of
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Fig. A.1. Scheme for the the application of the addition theorems (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3)
to express the boundary conditions in the local coordinates on ∂Ω0 and on each ∂Ωα. The
choice of the appropriate addition theorem depends on the ratio between the distance
between the centers of each pair of reference systems and the norm of the position vector
in the new reference system.
the regular harmonics centered on Sα, namely
r−n−1β Ymn(rβ) =
∞∑
q=0
q∑
g=−q
(−1)q+g (n−m+ q + g)!
(n−m)!(q + g)!L
−(n+q)−1
βα Ym−g,n+q(Lβα)r
q
αYgq(rα).
(A.2)
Conversely, if |rα| > |Lβα|, then one has to write the irregular harmonic as
a function of the irregular harmonics centered in Sα:
r−n−1β Ymn(rβ) =
∞∑
l=0
n∑
s=−n
(−1)l+s(n+ l −m+ s)!
(n−m)!(l + s)! L
l
αβYsl(−Lαβ)r−(n+l)−1α Ym−s,n+l(rα).
(A.3)
To summarize, one can use the following scheme to change variables from
system Sβ to Sα (see also Fig. A.1)
• u+(rβ) = f(u+(rα))
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• u−(rβ) =
{
f(u+(rα)) if |rα| < |Lβα|
f(u−(rα)) if |rα| > |Lβα|
.
A.0.1. The solution to the problem
By using the above addition theorems, the solution to the problem (28) can
be cast in the form of the following infinite-dimensional linear system,

−Bαgq +
∞∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
(
AmnH
(α,g,q)
m,n 1q≤n +
N∑
β=1,β 6=α
BβmnW
(α,β,g,q)
m,n
)
= 0
Agq +
N∑
α=1
q∑
n=0
n∑
m=−n
BαmnV
α,m,n
g,q 1{g−(q−n)≤m≤g+(q−n)} = δ(g,q)=(0,0).
(A.4)
where
V α,m,ng,q = −
h0 + q + 1
(q − h0)
(−1)q−n+m−g(q − g)!
(n−m)!(q − n+m− g)!η
q−n
0α χ
n+1
α Ym−g,q−n(−L0α)
(A.5)
H(α,g,q)m,n =
(q − hα)
(hα + q + 1)
(
n+m
q + g
)
χqαη
n−q
0α Ym−g,n−q(L0α) (A.6)
W (α,β,g,q)m,n =
(q − hα)
(hα + q + 1)
(−1)q+g×
(n−m+ q + g)!
(n−m)!(q + g)! η
−(n+q)−1
βα χ
q
αχ
n+1
β Ym−g,n+q(Lβα)
(A.7)
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with χα :=
Rα
R0
and ηαβ :=
Lαβ
R0
with ηαβ = ηβα. The system (A.4) can be
cast in matrix form as follows:
1 V 1 V 2 . . . V N
H1 −1 W 1,2 . . . W 1,N
H2 W 2,1 −1 . . . W 2,N
...
...
...
. . .
...
HN WN,1 WN,2 . . . −1

×

A00
...
ANMNM
B100
...
B1NMNM
...
BN00
...
BNNMNM

=

1
...
0
0
...
0
...
0
...
0

A.0.2. The rate
The capture rate for a ligand with diffusion coefficient D by a selected
boundary Ωα can be computed easily as the total incoming flux, namely
kα = −
∫
∂Ωα
Jα · nˆ dS (A.8)
where Jα = −D∇αc is the current to the α-th boundary. It is not difficult
to see from the general form of the solution (29) and general properties of
the Legendre polynomials Pmn (µα) that Eq. (A.8) gives
kα
kSα
= −Bα00 (A.9)
where kSα = 4piDRαcB is the Smoluchowski rate of capture corresponding
to an isolated sink of radius Rα in the infinite domain.
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